
But in Europe, people hoard cash in deposits … 37%
Share of financial assets held by European 
households in Deposits1

... and take-up of liquid funds remains low ... 10%
Share of financial assets held by European 

households in Investment Funds1

Alternatives Investing in Europe
Going Mainstream
Europe is refining the ELTIF to make it more compelling for investor capital – potentially bringing billions of 
dollars of new, patient capital into the private equity, debt, loan, infrastructure, and real estate asset classes.

While the U.S. has numerous established structures for mass-affluent investment in alternatives, in Europe most investors 
are still focused on public markets. 

As returns from liquid markets and cash deposits remain low, high-net worth investors in Europe are now increasingly 
attracted to private asset classes. 

The E.U. is carrying out a consultation to give its ELTIF structure more mass-affluent appeal, and we believe a significant 
wave of investment in alternatives could arrive if it is successful. 

Meanwhile, the opportunity set in liquid assets has fallen ... 52%
Fall in the number of public traded companies in the U.S. since 20172
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In the U.S., take-up of alternatives investing is very high



The ELTIF, a future leader in the E.U. fund landscape? 
The E.U. is consulting on the ELTIF fund regulations to make the format more desirable to asset managers and their clients. 
The structure could join UCITS and AIFMD funds to become one of the major players in the market. 

(Undertakings for the 
 Collective Investment in 
Transferable Securities)

Directive governing 
‘retail-safe’ mutual 

funds that trade 
primarily in liquid 

securities. 

Assets in funds:  
€11.7trn4 ($14.1trn)

Number of funds:  
32,4005

(Alternative Investment 
Fund Managers Directive)

Directive for any hedge 
funds, private equity 
funds, private debt 

funds and real-estate 
funds sold in the E.U. 

Assets in funds:  
€7.14 ($8.6trn)

Number of funds:  
29,0005

(European Long-Term 
Investment Fund)

Pan-European regime 
designed for AIFs to 

give institutional and 
retail investors access 

to private markets. 

Assets in funds:  
<€2bn ($2.4bn)6

Amount of funds:  
Circa 286

UCITS ELTIF AIFMD

What is an ELTIF fund? 
Structure
• Closed-end fund structure to provide access to private market assets 

(real economy)

• ELTIFs have up to five years to invest at least 70% of money raised 
across eligible private markets asset classes, including private 
equity, private credit, infrastructure, and real estate.

• Funds cannot return investor capital for at least five years.

• Can be commitment based or subscription-based fund; unitized or 
non-unitized.

Targeted Investments
• Unlisted companies in the E.U. needing long-term capital

• Certain small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs)

• Real assets that need long-term capital to develop them, intellectual 
property and other intangible assets

• Other umbrella funds, including European Venture Capital Funds 
(EuVECA), European Social Entrepreneurship Funds (EuSEF) or 
other ELTIFs.

 
Targeted Investors
• E.U.-wide passporting allows for distribution to both institutional and 

retail (as defined under MiFID) investors across the E.U. under AIFMD

• Managers are responsible for conducting a suitability test:

• For investors with less than €500,000 in assets, their investment 
cannot exceed 10% of their assets across all ELTIFs (i.e. €200,000 in 
assets; investment cannot exceed €20,000)

• Initial minimum investment in one or more ELTIF must be at least €10,000

• Pension funds, municipalities that have pension obligations and 
insurance companies can invest.

Permitted ELTIF providers
• Managers authorized under the Alternative Investments Fund 

Managers Directive (AIFMD) can offer an ELTIF.

• They must comply with AIFMD rules on ‘fit and proper’ individuals, 
requirements on depositaries, valuation, mechanisms to deal with 
conflicts of interest and disclosure of information to investors. 
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How might the consultation turn ELTIFs into future leaders?
An advisory group to the consultation has identified three major areas for change:

Democratized investment permissions
Possible reduction in the requirement for listed securities in ELTIFs to have <€500m market cap. 
Possible improvement in the funds’ impractical borrowing and leverage limits.

Enhanced retail distribution
Current ELTIF distribution has focused on institutional, but consultation may boost retail update. 
‘Mass affluent’ investors and DC pension funds are both seen as candidates for ELTIF’s growth.

Greater freedoms for investors
Consultation asks whether clarity is needed on the potential sale of ELTIF units into secondary markets, 
potentially enabling investors to exit the funds early, perhaps at a lower price than fund NAV.
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